
Informatica  
Health Check
Optimization of your 
Informatica data 
management environment

Best practices from long-term project 
experience with Informatica

Key challenges IT departments often face include creeping 

performance problems, growing complexity, and a con-

stant increase in maintenance work. The repeated need 

for external assistance and growing problems with accep-

tance interfere with system operations and development. 

Our Informatica Health Check identifies weak points when 

they occur. Based on an analysis of existing ETL processes 

and performance tuning check lists, the Informatica Health 

Check builds the Informatica system founded on proven 

and best practices for design, the data model, and result-

ing improvements in performance and efficiency.

Your custom, modular workshop

We offer the Informatica Health Check in customized vari-

ants based on your individual needs. First, we work with 

you to develop the issues to be prioritized and focused 

on. A multi-day analysis of the issues in question is carried 

out by our experts, with the support of your specialists. 

The complete final documentation includes both activities 

With the Informatica Health Check, devel-
oped by INFOMOTION, you can improve 
design, performance and security, simplify 
application maintenance, and make nec-
essary adjustments to constantly changing 
requirements.

we advise completing in the near term, and suggestions 

for the medium- and long-term focus of your system and 

necessary associated measures. Of course, you will also 

receive a valid cost estimate for these recommendations.

Informatica partnership

As an experienced Informatica business partner, 

INFOMOTION collaborates closely with Informatica. 

Ongoing knowledge transfer provides an optimal 

foundation for successfully completing projects for you, 

or assessing completed projects once again. This is why 

INFOMOTION developed the Informatica Health Check.

We are your partner for data 
management solutions

The Data Performance Company



Health Check modules

The following section lists potential focal areas you can 

select from.

Application
Optimizing ETL processes and conducting data modeling 

improves performance. This means not only faster results, 

but also better acceptance among your users.

Development
The Informatica Health Check provides quality assurance 

for your new developments. It identifies potential perfor-

mance problems early on.  

Architecture
Potential defects or faults in your infrastructure are dis-

covered, in order to save you and your team unexpected 

administrative work, and therefore time and money as well.

Performance
The tests help you find the optimal configuration for your 

environment, in order to get the most from it for your 

business.

Administration
The Health Check is a collection of tests and analyses used 

to thoroughly test and optimize your Informatica environ-

ment.

Training
Discussions with developers and administrators help iden-

tify targeted continued training measures.
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Our approach – your benefit

Your Informatica Health Check can be conducted as 

a preventative measure, or on a regular or ad hoc basis. 

Individual phases are carried out as needed, and can be 

individually selected.

Available workshop options
You decide on the workshop components you need, 

and choose the key content areas yourself.

Problem analysis kick-off meeting
Problematic areas are analyzed, priorities defined, 

and goals established.

Architecture review
The architecture is analyzed and the current status is de-

fined in the final documentation.

Implementation performance
The performance of the overall system is evaluated based 

on a comprehensive analysis.

Application design
The structure of the application, including the mapping 

and data modeling design, is thoroughly analyzed.

System benchmark
A system diagram in the INFOMOTION laboratory environ-

ment, and comparisons with industry benchmarks, provide 

comparative results for your environment.

Analytic tools
Our analytic and test tools are used to analyze your envi-

ronment and applications.

Improve performance, 
simplify maintenance:  

a successful Health Check  
with INFOMOTION


